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About This Game

Your magic can change the world, but at what cost? Battle dragons, skyships, and evil Inquisitors, as you protect your homeland,
conquer it, or destroy it forever.

Choice of Magics is a 550,000-word interactive, post-apocalyptic fantasy novel by Kevin Gold, author of our best-selling game,
Choice of Robots. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Thousands of years ago, the ancients destroyed civilization with five schools of magic. Each spell comes at a terrible price.
Glamor charms your adversaries, rotting your body from the inside. Divination reveals faraway secrets, exposing your own
secrets to others. Automation gives objects the spark of life, destabilizing the climate. Vivomancy can heal or change living

things, with bizarre side effects. Blast your enemies with Negation energy, forming permanent clouds of deadly fallout.

As a young scrounger of antiquities, you hope to build your ruined world anew with these rediscovered spells. Now you must
decide which of these magics can transform your post-apocalyptic society, and what you'll risk to bring hope and light to your

kinsmen.

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; straight, gay, bi, or ace.

 Design your own pet, hatch a baby dragon, and build your own golems.
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 Win a war, win the crown, or win your best friend's heart.

 Transform an evil Inquisitor into a talking tortoise, out for revenge. (Eventually.)

 Collect magic items: rings of power, an alchemy set, a “light sword” (wink, wink)

 Romance your village's geeky mayor, a goofy swordfighter, or even the queen.

 Help a stuffed monkey to repaint all of the murals in the Cathedral dungeon.

 Test out the mayor's new board game.

Can you bring the world back from ruin and shape a new society? Use your magics well, and you could become as a god; use
your magics poorly and destroy the world all over again.
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It is said that this game was found in an ancient mayan ruin, oh how far we have fallen from the times of old. It's a nice idea...
but extremely boring execution.

The whole game is about getting into the right momentum and mindset after a bit of practice in order to brawl your way to the
speedy top, but nothing actually works well enough to do that.

Animations are extremely sluggish, what you'd usually find in a slower game. Music is horribly stock. Sound effects are
annoyingly stock. Voice acting is cringy. I can't think of ONE thing that actually works to make you pumped up about the
eventual acceleration to victory.

Well the game is colourful I'll give it that...

No I will not apologize for the speed puns made in this 5 seconds review, I was in a rush and it had to be hasted.. I'm not sure
which corner of hell this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥crawled out of, but it needs to go home and stay there.
If we had the capability to manipulate time and space, send this back to the year 1995 where it belongs.

I'm lost for words, I cannot describe how awful this game is.

10/10 would recommend. I think it's the best game I've ever played, the graphics is so real, that I feel like it was recorded by
camera. The only thing I miss is the ability to move in the game.
(the best map: de_taz)

9,999999999/10

Useful console cheat commands:
sv_cheats 1
kill taz
map de_minecraft. Long Gone Days is quite an interesting title that utilises VN storytelling, turn-based combat and appealing
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gameplay with a touch of slick visuals. Developed by an indie company, BURA, from what i understand this is the company's
first game, Good job! The story itself is quite gritful and simply put, interesting. Playing as a chararecter raised by an private
army explores the life of one being born in the military and lack of knowledge outside training and combat. It is this sense of
censorship and disconnect with the outside world that creates this tension between whats considered 'normal' that i find unique
about this particular game. I'm really hoping that the developers empthasise this more through comedy or other elements later
established in the following chapters. To say the least, I'm fully engaged towards this game and the developers creating more
content and chapters, but just like any other early access game it does have its issues.
epic
1.Running speeds should be a wee bit faster as it gets a little boring

2.The background and character kinda lags behind or jerks when walking/running (can hardly notice)

3.There should be more interesting quests showing the underlying lore behind 'The Core' and such that actually engages the
player rather then time fillers, this could add some replayability for when you miss something.

4.Add Currency and more vendors?

5.Perks or some kind of customisability with party members other than equipment? (maybe idk, idc.)

6.There should be more 'choices matter', dialoge is pretty much only useful for farming morale.

The combat system
The combat system doesn't feel good, There are no real advantages besides aiming for the head, despite the high evasion it
offers a lot more damage overall compared to other limbs, such as the arms and chest. shooting the arms can offer to paralyze
the enemy (but rare in doing so and doesn't last long) but in reality it should be called disarm as the enemy can still evade bullets
but not shoot, additionally i think they should make it that shooting arms affect accuarcy and failure rates. Finally chest offers
little returns for high chance (Yep, i've had some evade chest shots :9). The combat needs to be more interesting and engaging in
my opinion, its not really encouraging any real strategy as all you need to do is spam heals and aim for head, and most the time
get frustrated at chances. I'd personally would like to have an index explaining stats like agility and luck, i think agility makes
you evade more and luck gets better shots, not sure, anyways this would go well if they revamp their combat system.. Despite
the combat system, i'm reccomending this game because the first chapter isn't orientated around it, in other words its highly
likley that the combat system in place is subject to change in the future updates.

The Visuals and Soundtrack are stunning in this game, Its the modern CGI and high fedelity BGM really sets the tone and
atmosphere in this game during events and battles (more notably at the end), Aside from that, the charecters are pretty well
likeable and developed. Some aspects of the fourth area in chapter one, kaliningrad do need to be a little optimised, im just
being picky here but it does open some plot holes and leaves the question, how did i get that? but honestly who cares.

Also, anyone know whats in 'betaaa' in the beta tab?

As of when this was published the first chapter is the only chapter released.
Usually i don't write 'decent' appealing reviews but this game has my attention... this game has a background that costs 15€ atm
literally 1.5x more than the game itself

also the characters are cute :3. Probably my most demoed game. Pretty sure I fell the first time I played - very fast and scary.
Had older people try it and they refused to even go over the jump. Got this in a bundle, but IMO its an essential VR game to
own for everyone.. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA dis game is da best yo its so great. just et it. is a cute lil' poog. It's very good.
Stealth done extremely well in a way I've not seen since Thief 1 & 2. It uses the perspective well, and involves creative and
occasionally frantic use of a large set of tools.
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I must admit the price is steep but there's a lot of content in the game. I'm new to Atelier but I've seen quite a bit of Totori
before playing this game. Glad it's finally on PC.

No performance issues on i9-9900K + GTX 980Ti. Some AA would be good but other than that it looks reasonably good. The
port is pretty lazy but definitely playable.. it is pretty gnarly.. Very fun :D not much elss to say other then i love it all.. A fun,
surreal little game. It took me a few minutes to get the hang of the game dynamics, but once I did I really got into it. The only
problem I had was with the Vive wires--I had to move and spin around so much, and the wires did get in my way occasionally.
Not a problem with the game itself, obviously (and I'm really looking forward to a wireless headset). I'm looking forward to
playing around with this more.. Worst Pixel Puzzles ever. The images are awful. Only buy if you really want at a very good
discount. Even so you will still be disappointed by the images. Overpriced. Regreted buying it on release. So not worth. 3\/10.
Not made very well, limited animations and low quality! (not worth £3.99). Ok this game is just flat out AWESOME. I was
expecting a low quality bargain bin game but got a masterpiece instead.

I simpy thought amnesia the dark descent was the only good pc horror game and all others were just pathetic copies but then i
stumbled upon this..

Awesome graphics in a B budget game type of way. The game might not be overflowing with detail but the textures that are
present are PERFECT for this game. The textures of wood grain and cloth and couch fabric looks crispy like you can reach in
and touch it. And the floating dust particles mixed with the lighting looks incredible. The textures in this game are a lot more
HD than i had expected. Not only are they HD but they are treated with some sort of glistening specular effect and it just makes
the horror setting absolutely perfect. The graphics set the tone perfectly for this game, there is also 1920x1080 support as well
as ambient occlusion which really was a pleasant surprise.

**I highly reccomend changing the aspect in the config.txt file from 1.33333 to 1.55555 or else everything looks a bit
widescreen stretched** This is in my documents - darkness within 2

Not sure what game engine this uses but this is the smoothest 60fps i have ever seen. Im not even joking.

I love this game i really do its so unique. Very juicy for a cheap pizza. But grade is 4,5\/5, as I cannot taste the salami.
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